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Cloud computing, 5G mobile network, and other new technologies have been applied in higher education in recent years. The education video resource service system with adaptive multiterminals has received widespread attention from the field. From these videos, students can get new knowledge and use the system’s built-in text comment function to communicate and interact with others. However, due to the fast increase in the number of such text comments, the traditional text content moderation methods such as the keyword method and the regular expression method can no longer meet the growing business needs. Therefore, to solve this matter, this study designed a text content moderation (TCM) system based on artificial intelligence (AI), which uses artificial intelligence and cloud-based algorithm models to analyse and recognize the text comments submitted from the web-end and app-end of the education video resource service system and completes operations such as automatic detection and manual moderation. The proposed TCM system can significantly improve the efficiency of text content moderation.

1. Introduction

With the expansion of the 5G network coverage and the development of Internet digital media technology, high-quality higher education resources based on mobile Internet spring up continuously, bringing fundamental changes to the knowledge acquisition and digestion mode of learners, and using fragmented learning time to acquire fragmented knowledge has become a common learning method in such a mobile Internet environment [1]. To better serve the teaching practice, our research team designed and developed an education video resource service system based on actual teaching requirements, containing modules such as mobile live broadcast, video on demand (VOD), and video clips. Users use these modules to learn, comment on the resources using texts, and interact and communicate with others; they can express their opinions on these videos; however, malicious posts and junk information would appear in these comments and messages from time to time, exerting negative impact on the online learning environment. Thus, how to quickly and effectively filter the illegal and foul text information in the comments is an urgent problem that needs to be resolved. Currently, the illegal text information in the reviews is generally moderated based on keywords and rules. Specifically, a suspected text is added into a database as a keyword, and the moderation system will look for entries in the database that match the keyword. If a matching entry is found, the text will be determined as containing bad information. However, the keyword-based matching ignores the context and thus releases many false alarms, that is, faces a low accuracy. To solve the problem, the rule-based keyword and regular expression moderation mode come into being. The mode can detect deliberate text confusion, as well as context-related comments. However, the moderation rules and the corresponding corpus must be updated constantly. Otherwise, it is impossible for the mode to adapt to the ever-changing illegal texts.

In terms of the design and development of AI-based TCM system, researcher Chen Jing designed a content management system for bullet screen comments of TV live
broadcast, which realized bullet screen comment moderation, edit, and management [2]. The text contents were filtered by comparing the comments and the keywords in the moderation system. But the moderation accuracy depends on whether the keywords cover most illegal texts. Wang et al. [3] proposed a text content safety recognition system based on a recognition model and used deep learning to build moderation model and algorithm; however, each time the algorithm needs to be adjusted or the sample library needs to be updated, it’ll take a lot of time and energy. Liu and Huang [4] researched the filtering of illegal and harmful information in the network content and established an information classification system, which can filter information according to the characteristics of each text type; but the classification system, the filter lexicon, and the model features were established based on the researcher’s own understanding, so there are a few problems with the system such as the unclear classification, and the system could not update in real time according to the network changes.

In view of the above analysis, this study designed a new TCM system that uses AI, and cloud-end algorithm models to automatically recognize, mark, moderate, and manually recheck the text content of messages and comments submitted from multiple user terminals, and the proposed system could realize intelligent detection and management of text comments.

2. Architecture Design of the AI-Based TCM System

2.1. Technical Architecture. The proposed AI-based TCM system aims at intercepting and filtering the comments, messages, and bullet screen comments that do not meet the moderation standards and rules. The system adopts an intelligent moderation + manual recheck mode to detect the text content [5]. Intelligent moderation is not a complete replacement of manual moderation, it just offers aids and reduces the workload and intensity of manual operations, for suspected illegal content that cannot be determined by the system, the text will be submitted for manual recheck, and administrators will make judgement on the text. According to the requirement of the moderation task, the system administrator selects the algorithm and text from the existing libraries and configures the moderation by using options and switches in the management control terminal, enabling the automated TCM of the system. When the system encounters a text that cannot be identified or processed, it will push the text to the manual moderation module for manual TCM. At the same time, administrators can conduct spot checks and second moderation on the content that has been automatically moderated; in this way, the moderation accuracy could be improved greatly [6].

The proposed system was developed based on cloud service. Firstly, the cloud server function in cloud service is adopted to complete the basic operation of the TCM system. Secondly, the cloud control platform of cloud service selects the algorithm and text from the existing libraries, configures the moderation, and generates the APIs that can be called by external users. Finally, the APIs are called by the program in the cloud server to detect the text contents and complete the TCM function.

Cloud service can deliver infrastructure, platform, and software resources to users via the network. Users do not have to possess professional knowledge to use the network to access cloud resources through self-service. Our project is based on Tencent Cloud, which provides leading technical products and services to government agencies, corporate organizations, and individual developers, such as cloud computing, big data, and AI. In our project, Tencent Cloud servers are employed to quickly build a system operating environment; Tencent Cloud databases are utilized to realize secure databases with multiple availability zones, preventing malfunctioning of database instances or interruption of availability zones; Tencent Cloud storage is adopted to realize distributed storage of files with high scalability, low cost, good reliability, and strong security; The TI platform of Tencent Cloud is used to achieve one-stop machine learning service platform and other functions. Cloud service providers offer dynamic and scalable resources through the network in a use-on-demand and charge-by-byte mode, and they are also responsible for security management, operation support management, service platform management, resource platform management, etc. [7].

In order to save money, manpower, and material resources, simplify the research and development process, and improve development efficiency, the proposed system was developed under the SaaS cloud service mode. Tencent Cloud service platform provides computing environment services that are directly useable, which meet the complex and diverse calculation needs of our project and satisfy the complex operating environment required by novel computing modes like AI training. The platform offers a dazzling array of computing power combinations, including CPU nodes and GPU nodes. In addition, the software platform adopts a solution different from the job scheduling systems of traditional supercomputing centers. Diverse services can be provided flexibly without sacrificing the computing performance.

On the cloud-end, developers use visual operations to complete the entire development process including data preprocessing, modeling, model training, evaluation, and model release. The project developers can work through visual operations on the cloud end, eliminating the need for laborious pure code operations like building operating environment, model construction, and data processing with command lines. When an algorithm alone cannot complete the development, the algorithm can be replaced swiftly on the cloud console, without suspending the relevant development. During the cloud visual modeling, interactive design can be carried out using the drag-type customizable task flows on the web-end. Both developers and algorithm engineers can quickly build models. The cloud visualization service supports one-stop machine learning. The developers only need to prepare the training data. All the subsequent modeling could be realized on Tencent Cloud service platform. The cloud service platform has many commonly used built-in AI algorithms and models, and developers only need to select the appropriate algorithms and models and
makeminorparameteradjustmentsandlocalmodifications	
togenerate moderation datamodels according to their actual conditions. The Tencent Cloud’s text sample feature library has already accumulated a large number of samples that can cover various Internet social contact scenarios. The feature library mainly contains pornographic contents (texts on severe pornography and vulgar culture), terrorism contents (texts on severe terrorist behaviors and articles), advertising contents (texts on advertising behaviors), illegal contents (texts on contents violating laws and regulations), and abusive contents (texts on severe and light abusive words). The content in the text sample feature library is updated at a regular basis, which can effectively reduce the pressure of developers to collect data and build sample library by themselves.

2.2. System Architecture. The proposed system realizes text content processing, analysis, moderate, and other functions by calling the API (Application Programming Interface) [8]. The system was built with modules, the bottom layer uses various functional components provided by AI, and the top layer adopts self-developed business applications [9]. From bottom up, the system is composed of five modules including a hardware layer, a middleware layer, an algorithm service layer, an application service layer, and a business layer [10], Figure 1 gives a diagram of the system architecture (see Figure 1).

Users can use mobile live broadcast module, VOD module, video clips module, and other modules by logging in to the web-end or app-end of the education video resource service system, and then, they can input text content on the relevant comment page or live broadcast interaction page and submit their comments. The submitted text information performs data communication and transmission with the system through mobile Internet, wireless local area network, and wired network, and the business structure of the system is shown in Figure 2 (see Figure 2) [11]. At first, the text information is preprocessed by the front-end platform, and the security firewall installed in the front-end platform can detect network attacks in a timely manner and prevent the system from being threatened by illegal intrusions; then, the front-end preprocessing server judges the format of the text information and checks for illegal characters and input codes; after security check, the text information enters the AI-based TCM system and the system calls out API to perform text analysis, Lexical analysis, syntax analysis, semantic analysis, sentiment analysis, text classification, and other processing operations on the content. The AI computing platform that provides API has multiple functions such as text tags, model training, machine learning, and AI algorithms, and it can fully cover the various processing of the text content [12]. After security check and content check, the system will detect the text for advertisement, banned content, spams, and other features, and then, the automatic processing results will be pushed to the system administrators who need to confirm or correct the text content processing results. The administrator can adjust the accuracy of intelligence moderation according to the moderation criteria. There are a total of five types of moderation criteria: pornographic contents, terrorism contents, advertising contents, illegal contents, and abusive contents. For example, the common moderation mode could be selected as the moderation criteria for daily use. Then, moderate content moderation will be conducted on the texts that disseminate texts on obscenity, pornography, gambling, violence, murder, and terrorism. For another example, if many terrorism contents pop up in a short term, posing a threat to national

![Figure 1: System architecture.](image-url)
security and race equality, it is necessary to increase the moderation criteria to the strong mode and step up the moderation strength on context, deformed words, and text contents. In this way, the moderation accuracy could be kept within a reasonable range. After that, the system returns the administrators’ final moderation results to the AI computing platform and updates text tags and model training, so that the computing platform has the abilities of continuous learning and iterative optimization, later on, when the system comes across the same or similar text content, it can process it according to the moderation method of the administrators. At last, after system moderation, text comments that meet the publishing criteria will be pushed to the web-end and app-end, and displayed in front of all users [13].

2.3. System Operation Process. In the beginning, a user needs to enter the right name and password to log in to the system, and after identity verification is passed, the user can use the web-end or app-end to publish text comments on the mobile live broadcast programs or video clips. The system first checks the format of the input text, and if error has been detected, the system will not process the text anymore, but will prompt that the input format is incorrect, and the user needs to re-enter the text; after format check is passed, the text content will be pushed to the AI-based TCM system, which will call the API to moderate the text content. If the content check is passed, an approval message will be sent to the system administrator, who can conduct random content check and show the moderated text comments on the web-end and app-end [14]. If the text content contains illegal content such as prohibited words, spams, or advertisement and fails to pass the moderation, it will be classified as unapproved type, and then, the AI-based TCM system can clarify the violation type of the text content, prompt alert to the user that the text he/she entered contains illegal content, and point out the violation type, and the relevant information will be recorded in the system log; for the type of the violation that cannot be determined by the system, the text will be pushed to the system administrator for manual moderation.

After manually moderated by the system administrator, text comments that meet the moderation criteria will be published on the web-end and the app-end; at the same time, the system will mark the text content and return it to the database of the AI-based TCM system, so that the text data model can perform update and self-learning; for text content that fails to pass the manual moderation of system administrator, after prompting to the user that the text comment could not be published due to the existence of illegal content, the system will mark the text content, so that the AI-based TCM system can automatically analyse, judge, and moderate similar text content in the future [15]. The operation process of the AI-based TCM system is shown in Figure 3 (see Figure 3).

3. Implementation of the AI-Based TCM System

3.1. System Implementation. According to the settings of different functional modules, the education video resource service system puts a limit on the number of characters in text comments. In the mobile live broadcast module, since the real-time bullet screen comments move fast, comments with many words will be refreshed very quickly; therefore, 50
characters have been set as the limit of each bullet screen comment to facilitate other users’ fast understanding of the comment content. In the VOD module, 260 characters have been set as the limit of comments on the videos published by users. In the video clips module, this number has been set to 90 characters. Therefore, the AI-based TCM system was developed based on these character limits of the education video resource service system.

By calling SDK (Software Development Kit), the system encapsulates the moderation API and completes interface docking by passing parameters, and then, it can directly call the interface function provided by the SDK to use the intelligent moderation function [16]. System developers do not have to care about issues such as protocol, encryption, or decryption. The system implementation process is as follows:

(a) The cloud-end management console opens the AI service function and completes works such as user information authentication, system access key authentication, and user ID authentication [17].

(b) The cloud-end management console performs visual modeling. There are many built-in AI algorithms on the cloud platform, such as machine learning and deep learning. In terms of scenarios, it could realize natural language processing and structured data modeling [18]. The cloud-end management console can establish independent models and rules according to different requirements. In this study, the FastText algorithm provided by the cloud server was selected to construct the deep-learning text classification model. The FastText algorithm contains 3 parts: model architecture, hierarchical Softmax, and N-gram features. (1) The model architecture: the FastText model enters a word sequence and outputs the probability of the word sequence belonging to different classes. The words and phrases in the sequence form an eigenvector, which is mapped to the intermediate layer through linear transformation and then mapped to the labels. FastText uses a nonlinear activation function for label prediction. (2) The hierarchical Softmax: some text classification tasks involve many classes, making it complex to compute a linear classifier. To shorten the runtime, the FastText model adopts hierarchical Softmax technique. Based on the Huffman code, the hierarchical Softmax encodes the labels and minimizes the number of model prediction targets. (3) N-gram features: the FastText model adds N-gram to the input word sequence, aiming to prevent the loss of the word order. Specifically, the N-gram is treated as a word and represented by an embedding vector. During the calculation of the hidden layer, the embedding vector of each N-gram is incorporated into the summation and averaging operations. The hash bucket is employed to hash all N-grams into a number of buckets. All the N-grams in the same bucket share the same embedding vector. The process of visual modeling can be divided into...
several steps of project creation, data preparation, model building, and model evaluation.

(i) New project creation: create a new project named “Moderation” in the cloud. In the new project, multiple workflows could be created to perform various processing on the text content according to requirements.

(ii) Data preparation: in this study, a Weibo sentiment analysis dataset containing locally collected and tagged data was adopted. Firstly, deduplication is performed on the repeated samples in the dataset. The samples with a high missing rate and the same value are deleted. Secondly, the data are regularized through case transition and spacing removal. Finally, the missing values are padded, and the abnormal values are processed. After the preprocessing, the dataset contained about 360,000 Weibo posts with sentiment tags, about 200,000 of which were happy, and posts with other sentiments of angry, disgust, and low were about 50,000 each. The dataset was divided into three parts: a training set, a validation set, and a test set, and all of them were uploaded to the AI platform. The training set was used to train the model, the validation set was used to adjust the model parameters, and the test set was used to evaluate the overall performance of the model. The model construction under the cloud management interface is shown in Figure 4 (see Figure 4).

(iii) Use the FastText algorithm to build the text classification model. Configure the FastText model using the cloud console, and complete the setting of algorithm parameters. The paths of training data input, verification data input, and model directory are generated automatically according to the connecting lines. The dimensions of word vector are set to 300, the batch size to 32, the training epochs to 5, and the learning rate to 0.001. Whether to use the pretrained word vector was configured as False and the resource type as on-demand.

(iv) Model performance evaluation: the platform has built-in visual components for model evaluation. In this study, the deep-learning classification task was adopted for evaluation. The prediction effects of this model are evaluated by the deep-learning classification tasks of Tencent Cloud T1 platform, and the evaluation indices include Accuracy, Precision, Recall, and F1-score. On the left navigation bar of the console, “Output,” “Model Evaluation,” and “Depth Learning Classification Task Evaluation” are selected in turn and dragged into the canvas. The output pin is connected to “Deep Learning Classification Task Evaluation.” In addition, the tagged sequence number of the evaluation parameter was set to 2, the prediction sequence number was set to 1, and other parameters took the default values, and then, the prediction effect of the established text classification model was evaluated. (c) Set up customized white list and black list vocabulary libraries, and add whitelist keywords and blacklist keywords. (d) Write codes to perform a series of operations such as obtaining system access key authentication, obtaining intelligent moderation SDK software package, environment configuration, and SDK project import, and using SDK for development; then call the moderation model API that had been built on the cloud platform. (e) Sample codes of the calling are as follows:

(i) Configure the user access key authentication in the java file, and generate the corresponding client-end connection object.

```java
AisAccess
    service = ServiceAccessBuilder.builder()
    .ak("######")//User access key
    .region("#####")//Set the region where the intelligent moderation function is provided
    .connectionTimeout(5000)//Timeout limit for connecting target url
    .connectionRequestTimeout(1000)//Timeout limit for connection pool to get available connection
```
3.2. Function Realization of the AI-Based TCM System.

The main function of the proposed system is to analyse and detect the text content submitted from multiple terminals to the education video resource service system [19]. The system could realize following functions:

(a) Intelligent moderation: using massive tag data and deep-learning algorithm, the system can perform multidimensional real-time detection on the text information in the comment area or interaction area input from web-end or app-end, and judge whether the text content has violated any regulation or not.

(b) Manual moderation: for text content types that cannot be determined by the intelligent moderation module, the system can submit them for manual moderation. The system administrator uses the system to recheck the published content that has been moderated by the system. After the manual moderation is completed, the system automatically records the processing operations of the system administrator and adds the text content this time into the sample library as a new sample.

(c) Automatic update of text sample library: the system can continuously and quickly upgrade the text sample library; the system administrator can merge the local sample library with the cloud sample library and identify new types of illegal content in a timely manner.

(d) System management console: the system can perform content safety management, user management, system configuration, and other operations; it also can conduct content safety detection configuration, such as define the detection intensity level and manage the vocabulary database.

(e) Algorithm model configuration: if the detection effect of the algorithm model does not meet requirements, the system administrator can adjust the parameters of the original algorithm model or use a different algorithm model for testing [20]. The following models of the model can be adjusted: (1) separator—the separator for separating sentences and labels; (2) word vector dimensions—the dimensions of the word vector in the network; (3) batch size—the size of the batch of training samples; (3) training epochs—the number of trainings for the training data; (4) learning rate—the rate of learning (learning_rate); (5) whether to use the pretrained word vector—if it is set to True, the path of the word vector file can be filled in; the file format is the same as the official format of glove word vector.

4. Test of the AI-Based TCM System

To test the accuracy of the proposed system, our research team had compiled and collected 120 text posts from the Internet, each text contained 20–150 characters, and the text samples included 60 normal comments, 30 advertisements, and 30 spams. Taking the web-end VOD comments as an example, text samples were input to the proposed system for testing. The proposed system completed the moderation within 1 millisecond and returned the results. According to final statistics, 118 texts had been directly identified by the system, 2 texts were identified as suspected illegal texts by the system and submitted for manual moderation; the moderation accuracy was 98.3%, a very high value. The moderation accuracy of the proposed system in the test (see Table 1).

Using the back-end content moderation list, the system administrator browses and moderates all comments that had passed the detection. The system records the new manual moderation operations, and returns the moderation results and text content to the back-end, and then, it performs sample analysis, tagging, and training, modifies the cloud-end moderation model, expands the feature sample library, and personalizes the moderation strategies, keeping the moderation criteria being in an optimal state. Using the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample size</th>
<th>Normal text</th>
<th>Advertising</th>
<th>Spam</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AI confirm</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AI suspicion</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
query function, the system administrator can count and analyse the numbers of normal texts, suspected illegal texts, and confirmed illegal texts in the comments, and plot the statistical results in the form of histogram or pie chart. Figure 5 shows the back-end content moderation list (see Figure 5); Figure 6 shows the statistics of the text content moderation (see Figure 6).

**5. Conclusion**

This article proposed an AI-based TCM system, which was developed on an AI cloud service platform, and the system could automatically and intelligently analyse and detect the text content input by users from the web-end and app-end by calling built-in algorithm models on the cloud-end. With the help of the proposed system, the workload of manual moderation had been greatly reduced, and fast and efficient text moderation had been realized. The computation workload of cloud-end text content moderation can be controlled flexibly according to the use scenarios, and if the computation workload is heavy, the concurrent moderation capacity will be expanded; if the computation workload is small, idle resources will be quickly released. In this way, the system can ensure moderation efficiency under frequent computation workload changes and effectively reduce the moderation costs.

As higher education is heading towards a digitized and networked development direction, the proposed system can effectively detect and manage the ever-increasing real-time interactive text comments, and it could play a positive role in creating a healthy, safe, and civilized network environment, and ensuring the safety and stability of the campus and the society.
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